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Abstract
My study whirl around the precinict of Kashmir known as Anantnag. This area has a mountain
of eye catching photogenic places. This region latch on to great deal of lashing springs. The long
and short of my topic is caustam or follow through of militancy on education stratum .Militancy
has domino effect. It break the spell of education on the whole. The carry through militancy attacks
muck up the learning processes. The development of education is totally taken away. These
lengthened withstanding attacks aftermath every facet of our life . But militancy has left a
strong mark on education. In the thick of militancy schools became the sitting target game as
heavy number of schools were consumed by fire. The continuity of attacks , shutting down of all
educational institutions in Anantnag restrain and suspend the entire life. Militancy breed
numerous predicament but the hot potato among them is off course of education sector .
Education is the direct antecedent of militancy .There is rule of dismay , anxiety and apprehension
in every inch of this district. Throughout this region youth are experiencing and confronting the
psychological distress. The fine rate education is a lonesome hope in this unhealthy threatening
environment. There is increase in dropouts and decrease or falling off of literacy. We know
education and militancy cannot go hand in hand and correspondingly, militancy overshadow the
all –inculsive education. Anantnag is a dual faced place .In view of the first one it is magnificient
lovely spot but on the contrary it is gravely affected place. The approaching future of children
is insecure and on collision course. The life in Anantnag seems to cease as the living on and
running of every sphere is beaten up. Restrictions , shut downs, protests censorship of internet turn
out as chronic routine.The children in Anantnag find themselves in dead water and find it catch
22 to succeed in future. As there absolute education system is going through tough times . The
absolute education system has come to harm because militancy attacks keep the ball rolling and
the measures taken by government are at dead loss.

Index terms : Terror attacks , Militancy, Burning Schools , Education
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Introduction
In the state of Jammu and Kashmir- the union territory of India etymologically- Anantnag or
Islamabad is the quarter of Kashmir. Anantnag area hit the headlines as it is the third preeminent
district after Jammu and Srinagar. Anantnag is a touristy place directional towards south of
Kashmir fairly at a distance of 55kms. Anantnag is one of the marvelous agritourism destination
in the territory of Jammu and Kashmir. This district of Anantnag is one of the primeval district in
Srinagar . There is a wealth of beauty marks in this district. There are thick sightseeing areas
,landmarks, scenic spots, wonderments and profuse sacred places, enshrinements which act as
leading edge to hindus as well as muslim populace. (1) It is by the dint of all these mind bogging
places and appealing sacred sanctums people find it tough to hold themselves back not to visit this
fairy land . There are heterogeneous number of magnificent lovely spots and holy places. Some of
the acclaimed beautiful places and pious shrines are tabulated below as 1.2 Anantnag thrive on
agriculture . It is a place considered as heart of business in Kashmir . Pisiculture or fish farming is
another leading economic practice carried out in this area as variable species of fish are reared
and breeded in distinct reservoirs.ss The land in this expanse is very productive and fecund which
bring about spacious number of apple trees in this arena . This district is known for its fruitage and
quality products mushrooming throughout the world . There are a wide variety of small scale
industries which outgrowth fine commodities like wood crafts, rugs, rag pulp mache, hand made
shawls, throw rug, carpeting etc. There are a great deal of small scale sectors and the round up
figure is 75 . The economy of this zone prosper for the most part on agronomy as it is the leading
agriculturist of crops like wheat , maize and rice etc. This region is also outstanding for its natural
wealth as various mineral materials are also located in this area such as copper, limestone, galena
,muth quartzite, glass sand , sand and bajri. (2) We often get fascinated because of the alluring
beauty of this region but this place has ugly face too. We often get bewildered as there is duality
on two masks of this place. One is to discern its glamour , charisma and another is to look upon its
dual side which is militancy . Militancy kick back its education system wholly . My study spins
around south Kashmir district of Anantnag and the crux of matter is out turn of militancy on
education. This area of Anantnag has gone through roof by virtue of string chain reactions of
militancy storming. Geographically this region is positioned toward south and western direction
of its first city Kashmir concerning the earth and mundane. It lies 33-20 to 34-15 towards north
parallel and 74-30 to 75-35 east magnitude enveloped towards the north and north west by
Srinagar and Pulwama districts and at the same time by kargil in the direction of north east. In
the area of udhampur it is enclosed by township gool gulab garh and different districts like
Ramban tehsil of Doda and Budhal district of Rajouri adjoining it from all sides. Anantnag district
has been classified into 12 Tehsils and furthermore into 16 blocks. The bureaucratic build up of
Anantnag are shown up below in Table 1.1 Anantnag is happy hunting ground on earth bearing
enormous springs . But the tectonic one is Lidder River which has its parturition from momentous
lake called Sheshnag. Anantnag is notorious by its caption as the word Anantnag stem out from
two terms Anant ‘endless’ Naga ‘ springs’ . The same Postulation is propounded by assorted
annalists and educations . It is under the guise of all these glorious springs that it has become sore
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subject for researchers to emote around with. Anantnag is dreamland of ravishing springs ,
flowing brooks emanating, burbling and producing ringing and rolling beautiful pleasing sounds
that makes it on the up and up the most valuable place on Earth. The springs in the locale of
Anantnag are considered clerical in nature as they are believed to be manifested with endowments
and virtues to alleviate people of diseases. The people are of the view that the springs have sweet
water and get the hold of anabolic properties, as the springs becomes hot boiling during the cold
season and turn into cold spring throughout the sunny days in summer . (3) This aesthetically
pleasing piece of land in the heavenly kingdom (Kashmir) owners a number of effervescent and
glacey springs . Some of the most popular ones are Verinag, Sheerbagh, Kokernag, Achabal,
Chatabalnag, Gratabalnag, Panzatnag, Wasaknag, Malaknag, Gajnag, Heemalnag, SoonerPokhernag, Khoosnag, Nagbal , Hatbalnag, Guffarnag, Kausarnag, Sheshnag, Naidtengnag,
Andernag etc.
Table 1.1

Supervisory format of district Anantnag

DISTRICT

TEHSIL

BLOCKS

Anantnag

Anantnag

Anantnag

Anantnag East

Achabal

Bijbehara

Bijbehara

Dooru

Breng

Kookernag

Chitter Gul

Larnoo

Danchipora

Pahalgam

Hieler Shahabad

Qazigund

Khoveripora

Sallar

Larnoo

Shahabad Balla

Pahalgam

Shangus

Qazigund

Srigufwara

Sagem
Shahbad
Shangus
Verinag
Vessu

Source : Government of India
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Anantnag is not only mere beautiful place , but this place is known for culture and hospitality of
people .The people of this vicinage have particular accent and dialect . Their speech, sound, style
and utterance of word is entirely contrastive or they have peculiar command of language. The
people of this area are demure or sheepish . They chase after a deviant convention and on account
of that women attire a unique veiling around their head only ( keif) . This covering costume gives
them distinctive identity in valley . When anybody catches a glimpse of such lady wearing this
unique headcovering costume she is counted upon as from Anantnag. This region is much debated
for its congenial affable nature. This region is a gateway to view breathtaking scenic places
which is from south and south west surrounded by lofty snow claded Pir panchal ranges which
comes into lime light by its tunnel the entrance service provider or entry to Kashmir valley. This
zone of Kashmir hold within or we can say spreads to area of 3984 sq kms engrossing 605 villages
. (4) This district contain population of 10,78692 people . It has been approxuimated that there are
the figure of 1,53,640 homestead in the Anantnag region. As per the report of census 2011 greater
part of inhabitants reside in countryside. The division of Anantnag fixed against the South of
Kasmir having turn of dwellers around 10,78692 taking in numerals of masculine 55,767 and
518,925 feminine successively. There has been shift in number of population of 38.58 percent
contrat to population as mentioned by report of 2001. As per the previous report of census of
2001, there was growth in number of population 32.77 percent in comparison to statistics of 1991.
There was a juxtaposition made between the average of literacy standard of Anantnag in 2011.
The literacy rate of male and female is 72.66 percent and 52.19 percent on an individual basis. (5)

Table 1.2

Name of Shrines and Tourist places

DIVINE PLACES

VISITING PLACES

a) Aishmuqam shrine

a) Verinag

b) Masjid Syed Sahab

b) Achabal

c) Masjid Baba Dawood
d) Ziarat Baba Hyder Reshi

c) Kokernag
d) Chatabal

e) Chapel of John Bishop Memorial Hospital

e) Daksum

f)

f)

Martand Sun Temple

Pahalgam

g) Shri Amarnath ji shrine

g) Dandipora

h) Kherbawani Asthapan (Devibal)

h) Sinthan Top

i)

Uma Devi of Uma Nagri

i)

Betab Valley

j)

Shiv Bhagwati Temple (Akngam)

j)

Aru Valley

k) Mahakaleshwar Shiv Temple
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HISTORICAL PANORAMA
District Anantnag is quarter of Kashmir situated towards the southern part of Jhelum. This
vicinity is installed 55kms away from its provincial capital of Srinagar. This district of Srinagar
is pegged with the pair names as Anantnag - Islamabad. Anantnag is an eye candy for its
pulchritude and is well deserving place for paying visit to as it is remedying and soothening to
eyes. Anantnag is a superlative place having sky high touching mountains, productive soil,
flourishing apple trees, high quality weather, drooling and pouring out fresh water springs. there
are various age old mythical paragon narratives about this title place as there is loud legendary
vision that the birth chair of this district is co-existing with lord Shiva. There is a grand
assumption that lord shiva was on its way back from spiritual journey from Amarnath cave and
he (lord shiva) cast away all his valuable possessions which keep the faith of having vermin around
him which he shunned at this region of Anantnag. So, people were of the opinion that the lord
lorn superfluous amounts of snakes be vested on him at this district of Anantnag . By the same
token it is maintained that the word emerge out of two Sanskrit expressions Annanta - infinite and
naga - water spring. It follows that Anantnag means variform springs. (6) From long gone way
back times this district of Anantnag is recounted as hot potato because of its volatile dynamism
of titles. This district was named as Anant- Naga as claimed by renowned archeologist particularly
Sir A Stein ,According to him this Anant- naga means various springs gushing, touching the south
of conurbation. This theorem of naming this town as Anant-Naga was supplementary rubber
stamped by mass historiographers as along these lines by kulhana who was of the advocacy that
this region of Srinagar is designated for its extensive number of streaming springs of cesha or
Ananta and Naga -- loam of incalculable springs. Anantnag is accredited as hallowed place for
Hindus as inscribed in orthodox The Neelmat puranas.the same thing was put on ice by koshur
encyclopedia to proclaim the veracity of this locality. It is affirmed that copious number of
aboriginal people call out this region as Islambad granting the naked truth is that authorized and
sanctioned denomination of this area is Anantnag. (7) In earlier times since 1663 there were
Mughals who resign supreme reign over Anantnag and governer Islam khan holding the power
transposed this village to then as Islamabad. There appear to be a small mohalla or locality during
the tenure of mughals which was known as Bagh-e Islam. The system of wedge politics is as old
as the physical world itself as barefaced and visible from the past.As out with old , in with new is
law of nature when Bakshi G.M come into prominence as Prime minister he replaced the name
from Islamabad to Anantnag again in order to come into good books of Hindu
community.Reciprocating the name from muslim given name to hindu appellation was be no more
than to feather his own nest. As the community of hindu`s like pundits of that time were very
affectionate and spectacly devoted to this place Anantnag as they were bound up with the concept
that it is a divine place and presume this place is contrived of two words Anant meaning countless
and naga meaning spring. (8) The point of difference is the nomenclature of this district as some
people are of the perspective that this towm from former time came to be certified as Islamabad.
As days gone by it was Islam khan of mughal dynasty who laid the first stone, bed rock of this
town and named it as Islamabad so it is the indigenous and classical name of this region as it is
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also evident from few books like (the valley of Kashmir) by Lawerence and another book (jammu
and Kashmir terrotries) by F. Drew. Therefrom, it can be evidenced and seen from these books
that the name of the town is Islamabad. (9)

Schooling Network
Every single state has its acknowledged educational map and this land of springs has a prominent
location on the map of this state. District Anantnag of Kashmir province is enthroned with
lavishing springs and beside this, a profuse quantity of schools , colleges and other educational
institutions are conferd here . This district of God`s Kingdom ranks as third leading city with
72.66 % literacy rate in Jammu and Kashmir granting all this is known as land of springs this
district has contrived a range of educationists and scholars. Some great scholars like Mehmood
Shah Gami and Rasul Mir Shahbadi are the main outcomes of this land . Anantnag stands in the
public eye for a couple of eggheads as some lead as agricultural scientists and prominent politicians
were engrained here who gifted their knowledge for the commonwealth and well being of Kashmir.
A generous amount of Educational institutions are subsisting here in variant zones of the district.
Each zone make allowance for miscellaneous number of schools and colleges envisioning both
private and Government as well. The wide variety of schools are dispersed in different zones of
district as shown below in Table 1.3 In contradistinction to other districts of Kashmir , Anantnag
district has an excellent budget of degree colleges and a well liked university commonly illustrious
as South Campus Anantnag . Some well famed degree colleges of the district are as follows :


















Government Poly Technic College Dooru
Government Degree College Dooru
Government Degree College Uttersoo
Government Degree College Vailoo
Government Degree College Kokernag
Government Degree College Bijbhera
Shah- I – Hamdan College of education Siligam
Shah –I- Hamdan College of education Anantnag
Jamia College of education Brakpora
Jamia College of education Anantnag
Government Degree College for women Anantnag
Government Degree College for boys Anantnag
Al- Ahad College of education Anantnag
Weeta College of education Anantnag
Rehmat- E- Aalam College of education Anantnag
Jawahar Institute of Mountaineering and Winter Sports Anantnag
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Table 1.3
Schooling Network as per Zones
Zone

Primary
Schools
ACHABAL
58
AISHMUQAM
54
ANANTNAG
47
BIDDER
69
BIJBEHRA
57
DORU
32
MATTAN
62
QAZIGUND
38
SHANGUS
63
SRIGUFWARA
78
VAILOO
58
VERINAAG
37

Middle
Schools
62
63
51
55
64
59
43
55
68
60
62
43

High Schools
8
7
9
11
10
9
9
12
16
7
10
9

Hr. Secondary Total Schools
School
5
133
2
126
4
111
6
141
4
135
3
103
6
120
3
108
4
151
5
150
4
134
1
90

Militancy has put the education on thin Ice
Militancy is malefic and catastrophe to the whole community without any exception. The notion
and consequences of it may vary from one territory to another but the cumulative effect of it
remain so far the same to every terrain. Militancy effect us in every walk of life, predominantly
our economic sphere bore the brunt as our country gets impoverished and fall behind in
development. ( Bloom Berg 2004) Militancy is forceful or vicious attempt to get free of
constriction and to arrive at desirable final result . Militancy hit out whole lot but ultimately the
economy our country and social order are put in jeopardy . The societal structure and economic
terms ensure militants. These prolonged militancy interventions fabricate a poor environment as
there is threatening remark and psychological distress among parents and students as they are
emotionally unstable. This lengthened containment in this region have procreated unsoundness of
their mind. Militancy set up educational insecurity as there is progressive upsurge in drop rates
which act as boost for illiteracy rate. Militancy victimize and set its sights on some educational
institutions and direct an impact on education of learners. The students go through bad times in
consequences of militancy as they are entirely lacking fine quality education which
chronologically spin off their forth coming future. (10) On the strength of upraised levels of illitracy
and tug of war the whole of community be concatenation of events of militancy attacks as one of
the monster militancy attack took place in Anantnag district where 12 militants four civilians and
three paramilitary forces passed away and more than 100 casualities were recorded on the same
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day. This was one of the big league of militants in the year 2010- 2011 pressing and onset of attacks
in this valley of Kashmir . At the heels of these militancy attacks to freeze those killings the
Government declared termination of all schools, universities and colleges . All the approaching
exams were put off . As a result of incursion encounters demonstrations and rallies wide spread to
all parts of south Kashmir and almost hundred protests got injuries and damages. There has been
chain of militant attacks particularly after 2010. (11) Militancy weared the crown in Anantnag
district especially after this year. On this same year a menancing attack happened on security
forces . It was an attack attempted on police, on this incursion six personnel were deceased
including various casualities and senior SHO were put to an end at the same spot. It was also
reported that two civilians were also incompetently wounded on the vary day. This unlucky
accident took place at Achabal area of Anantnag district . This mishap enacted on 10 August 2010
. And same happened again with education system as storm of protests compelled the district
towards the closure of schools for indefinite period. (12) This vicious cycle found no end and
another incident happened on date 20 July 2015 as militants easily targeted and attacked with
grenade on CRPF on a cavalry unit at Qazi bagh area of K.P road Anantnag. This serious
defilement was storming as three CRPF Jawans and two innocents people were sitting target of
this attack. This episode of attack carried by militants in Anantnag district of south Kashmir
brought casuality to five persons. The civilian killings poped up the emotions of the common
people . This attack paused the life in this district as shops, business units and all educational
institutions were again put off for certain period of time. (13) Another unfortunate occurance took
place on 13th of July 2018. On this day three soldiers and two CRPF personal fell as victim. It is
believed that 13 militants and 3 soldiers among 19 were deprived of their lives . The culpability
were claimed by LET and holded the bag for all there mischances. On this evil day CRPF were
laid to rest by vehicle borne suicide bombing . All these intrusions and offensive attacks shake up
and scar the whole of education process. (14) The most high ranking and grandee is the tragedy of
Burhan wani`s extermination . This became a triggering point for devastation after his killing (8
july 2016). Burhani wani`s encounter became Penelope`s web for schools flickering process. As
on October 31 the famous school , the Kobarmarg high secondary school in Anantnag was put out
of whack as this school was completely engulfed by fire . This school was set to aflamed by some
mysterious unrevealed persons. In consorance with officials and various educationists we get to
know that more than twelve schools were gutted to fire while some other schools were harmed to
a certain degree. The Kabarmarg high school was bestowing education to three hundred and forty
one students . As confirring by various departments at least 750000 schools were brought to a final
point and concurrently 4000 students were deeply effected . The education sector is especially hard
hit as the schools have direct bearing of militancy as when mass demonstrations , protests and
conflicts and calling for protests happen or set about aftermath Burhan wani`s killing . There
happens to be no school no education . Burhan wani`s killing moved the needle and education
sector was completely shattered . The militancy ruin the whole of education outline. Many days
bund and ticking the clock conflicts, lock down of schools leave the learning process in stuns and
ruins . The plenteous number of schools were set alight but the Kobermarg school ignition gained
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prominence as per the line of school`s principal of this higher secondary school , (Showket Ahmed
Shah) as he said that he didn`t slept properly and didn`t eat as the school was in good condition
and in well maintenance . It was the property of society and community altogether . He also
notified that schools are becoming a big shot casualty nowadays because of anti Indian uprisings.
It was reported that due to uprising clashes and protests most children`s were not attending schools
as clarified by Nirmal Singh , the deputy chief minister of Jammu and Kashmir . He was of the
view that pro-independence leaders add spark in encouraging the burning out of schools . As per
official reports various number of schools were swallowed by fire 26 schools were set on ablaze
and 14 schools were relatively damaged. The burning of Government secondary school in
Kombermarg had profound impact on people as reported by Bashir Ahmed Bhat whose daughter
was the pupil of the same school. He was lamenting that the future of our children is put to fire .
He added up by saying it leaves a bad memory in our mind which will never fade away. He was
of the opinion that it is the time worn schools in our district and dozens of students were imparted
on this school. (15) The killing of Burhan Wani became a commencement for burning down of
diverse schools after army personnel shot down the rebel Burhan Wani. Students were at large
bearing the loss. At that time schools were closed for a very long time . Protests and band calls by
seperatists severly damaged the whole functioning of schooling . This year is counted as the
darkest year for education as divergent number of schools were burned to ashes in this single year
. Another similar incident took place as on 11 April 2017 a school was turned as polling station
for casting votes on Anantnag , and school was set on fire by some unidentified person . There are
subsequently large destruction excuted to school building . According to some reports, owing to
different militancy episodes around 37 schools were put to fire in the month of October in the
exact year. The estimated loss to education is around ten crores . The school doesn`t belong to a
specific person or group of people . It is the possession of all and our future is be adjunct of schools.
The students in this area still inheriting and acquiring the knowledge from these partly burnt
schools . If we imagine that how these students undergo when they experience the same black
walls and torn out roofs . A differ sort of impression is made on the mindset of these innocent
minds as they are still learning and getting education in these burnt premises . This sensation of
receiving and achieving their learning in such burnt out schools may develop a trauma and anxiety
in their innocent hearts and minds . Putting together all these students in few burnt classes is a
blunder. We all know childhood should be marry making time and not living in dark nightmares.
And the academics should be delivered in threatfree and placid environment but the same is not
applied in this district thanks to militancy. (16) Anantnag has become ground zero for all the militant
attacks . The ceaseless number of interventions continue close down of schools, colleges,
universities and prohibition of internet, Government restrictions , all the official forbiddance ,
armed insurgencies added fuel to fire and imposed restrictions and shake off the whole area of
Anantnag . The education is Anantnag is completely out of bonds. (17) Militancy in this zone is in
its full swing . Militancy is the supreme hat in this locale. It has kept many irons in the fire like the
recent incident when gunfight broke out in Anantnag on 28 May 2019. This combat involved
some security forces and few militants in Kokernag area leading to several casualities on this day.
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And education became the soft target as schools remained in effective for weeks due to panic
atmosphere. (18) Another chance in this era occurred when a rumor spread widely . The fake news
surrounded the whole area of Anantnag . The news broke about trapping of local militant in
Kokernag. Their erupted a number of clashes , protests and this area was put to restrictions and
the whole life of this area was suspended entirely. (19) Education is kept in cold storage from the
date of 5 August 2019, since the status of Jammu and Kashmir state was demolished and its
special status article 370 were knocked out and this princely state has been transmuted into Union
territory . This decisive resolution of revocation of special status eventually come to be as
outstanding ground for carrying forward the uneasy tense situation in kashmir .The normal
functioning of all schools, colleges and universities were put to shelf. The education sector is at
abeyance . A student presented his vision as she expressed his opinions by saying that our mind
are preoccupied by foreboding thoughts about what is going outside the prolonged clashes,
disruptions from past four months allows us to read a single point at our homes ( Sanam Mukhter
high secondary school student) The Government in order to display the normalcy or to frame up
everything is in active gears and to break this cycle of disruptions. The Government announced to
hold examinations for class 9th and 10th without any reduction in their syllabus. It was the darkest
era as the internet has banished completely for more than 113 days. The continuos newer ceasing
staying up of attacks and closures stirred all the domains of life whether it be trade , health , carrier,
earnings but the most influenced is the education sector itself. The militancy has become a
governing challenge to education. It has begin to be foot dragging for the gross education system.
The elevation, upgradation and furtherance of education is handicapped completely . Our youth
run into a very grim environment they are living and operating in morbid mannerism. There is
comprehensive sway off and dreadful impression on education and future of our children is put to
misery . The students feel handcuffed as their entire education structure is put to sleep and they
find themselves caught between devil and the deep blue sea. (20)

CONCLUSION
In the long run, everything considered militancy has become a weighty ultimatum for the
ultramodern world. It has biting off set on all segments of society. Kashmir is extremely governed
by this blood curdling disease. (Militancy) It has become the arc of instability from ages in
Kashmir and education has become the sitting duck. Education is a basal ethic for every individual
headless of identity. The supreme objective of education is to transmit equivalent window to
common people to tweak their day to day life and get them out from the curse of poverty and
violence. In fact education is the huge ideal choice to bring prosperity and progress. In the light of
foregoing, it is very down on our luck that education sector is being barracked by militants in
Kashmir specifically southern area like Anantnag division The people of this area feel wretched
more than any other expanse . A quality number of schools were put to fire including the most
celebrated school Kombermerg high school Anantnag. The combustion of this said school tossed
the demeanor of the people in this painstaking area. The students cannot put up and withstand by
educational loss owing to militancy. On the top of everything more than 32 schools were burnt
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down to ashes which awfully impinge the academics of students. The students feel in hot water. It
is in the bag that the clockwise conflicts and protests added further flames to break the planned
class work and long time closure of institutions. Steady and constant assault on CRPF and other
security officials stir the hornet`s nest and consistent burn down of school buildings have wipe off
map the blanket of education in Anantnag. This seat of springs tenure is a matchless place in this
fairyland as most tantalizing photographic place existent in this district. Despite its arresting charm
and beauty this neighborhood is also considered theological in nature as good deal of shrines are
rooted here. Militancy has engulfed the divine face of this area and remolded it into
as
monster spot. It is the opportune time to take up some serious steps to enchain and empower the
fortune of education in this very division. Concerning this subject the point of conversion is that
the Government must protect educational institutions from being targeted and should nail down to
built up those schools which get gutted and torn down during this catastrophe. The Government
need to undertow crusade to give the gen about momentousness of education. Common people act
as boss in this campaign as they could bring up to seed and add fuel to this process by providing
capital and mutual help for recreating the incinerated schools and bring about positive spill over
effects in this bereft and bemoaning zone of Kashmir.
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